A New Life for a Former Cathedral

Introduction
Ayrshire Housing has given a new social purpose to what was until recently the Roman Catholic Cathedral of the Good Shepherd in
Ayr. The building is located in the Dalmilling neighbourhood close to the town’s racecourse.
Following its closure in 2007, it was redeveloped to a design by Gordon Fleming of Ayr-based ARPL Architects. Retaining the tower
and main gable of the category C listed building, 25 new flats and houses have been erected in a form which respects the legacy of
the church building. Gordon Fleming was appointed following a restricted architectural competition in 2002.
After over ten years of planning and protracted negotiation, the redevelopment was completed in 2012 at a total cost of £2.8
millions. Prestwick based Ashleigh (Scotland) Ltd was the contractor. It was made possible by a Scottish Government grant of £1.7
millions.
The 25 houses range from one bedroom flats to three bedroom family houses. All have been designed with the needs of the disabled
and changing lifestyles in mind.
Ayrshire Housing got involved following an approach from the then Bishop. A partnership using the tried and tested approach of
Scottish Churches Housing Action was agreed. Ayrshire Housing then worked at it own risk towards planning and listed building
consents for the partial demolition of the building and the creation of much needed houses for the community.
The Church unfortunately decided in 2009 just as Ayrshire Housing was about to secure the development consents to abandon the
building to a speculative purchaser. Working with new partners, Ayrshire Housing was able to put this much needed project back on
track with the building’s purchase the following year.
The original building
Originally designed by William Cowie and Torry (and credited to Fred Torry) as a parish church, it was elevated to Cathedral status in
1961. Construction was completed in 1957, although the Dean of Guild drawings are dated 1951 (approved 1954). It is described in
the Listing schedule as “..a good example of post-war architecture with its distinctive brick work and cream stone detailing, ennobled
by its fine square plan tower.” Rob Close in Ayrshire and Arran, An Illustrated Architectural Guide (RIAS, 1992) comments, however,
that “.. this long, low, and unambitious building has standard metal windows and a low tower capped by a chimney like turret” (p35).
Its construction reflected the stringencies of the post-war reconstruction phase. It was of predominantly brick construction. The roof
consisted of steel truces (with a horizontal ceiling below), fibre cement decking and copper weathering. As designed, it could
accommodate a congregation of 1,100.
The architectural competition
In 2001, the Roman Catholic Bishop of Galloway approached South Ayrshire Council regarding future options for the building. The
Cathedral exceeded the requirements of its congregation and would shortly require the costly overhaul of its roof. An option for the
Bishop was to re-locate the Cathedral whilst possibly maintaining a more modest place of worship at Dalmilling Crescent. He was
interested in exploring the opportunities to develop the site for socially beneficial purposes. Given its proximity to the John Pollock
Centre, a large-scale general community facility did not appear to be a possibility. The Council then asked Carrick Housing Association
(one of Ayrshire Housing’s predecessors) to look at the opportunities for incorporating affordable rented housing on the site.
Any proposals for change were likely to raise issues for both the congregation and the community at large. Carrick considered that the
sensitivity and complexity of the site provided an opportunity to engage actively with the community in resolving the issue of the site’s
long-term future.
A restricted (ie by invitation) architectural competition to produce design options within a broad but deliverable framework was the
chosen approach. In order to keep the process both manageable and accessible to a lay audience, three firms were invited to submit
ideas with the benefit of an honorarium each.
Community involvement was sought in number of ways. Firstly, there was liaison with the North Ayr Social Inclusion Partnership, its
Community Forum and through its paper North Ayr Compass. Secondly, community representatives joined the competition
assessment panel which met in 4 July 2002. They were assisted by an independent architectural assessor, Karen Anderson of
Anderson Bell Christie.
Whilst this was very much an ideas competition, Carrick still sought proposals which were capable of being built under the then
Communities Scotland’s cost yardsticks. The brief focused on the creation of self-contained housing suitable for the elderly combined
with a modest community facility which could be used for religious services.
The three practices submitted the following proposals:

The Alistair Murdoch Partnership (now Thomson Dawes)

ARP Lorimer and Associates (now ARPL Architects)

Wren Rutherford A-S:L (now Austin-Smith:Lord)
The scheme from ARPL Lorimer and Associates was judged to best meet the demands of the brief.
Progressing the project
Due to personnel and other issues with the Roman Catholic Church, the project was largely in abeyance for five years. In 2007, the
Church however finally formalised its decision to transfer the Bishop’s cathedra from the Good Shepherd parish to St Margaret’s in
Wallacetown, Ayr. Several months of negotiation followed facilitated by Scottish Churches Housing Action, this gave Ayrshire Housing
the confidence to move the project forward at its own risk.

Following a public consultation event and with the Church’s support, the association lodged a planning application in July 2008 for
the erection of 23 one, two and three bedroom houses and flats. The proposals built on the winning architectural concept but
incorporated a more economic housing mix. The commitment to designing for maximum flexibility for varied and changing needs
remained to the fore.
Unfortunately, this proposal did not find favour with South Ayrshire Council’s planners. They preferred one that more clearly respected
the massing of the former church building. The scheme was substantially redesigned to reflect this and finally received planning and
listed building consents in December 2009 – two weeks after the Church’s decision to sell to another party.

Full details of the competition entries and the planning applications can be found at ayrshirehousing.org.uk.
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